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		The field of data mining has made significant and far-reaching advances over the past three decades. Because of its potential power for solving complex problems, data mining has been successfully applied to diverse areas such as business, engineering, social media, and biological science. Many of these applications search for patterns in complex structural information. In biomedicine for example, modeling complex biological systems requires linking knowledge across many levels of science, from genes to disease. Further, the data characteristics of the problems have also grown from static to dynamic and spatiotemporal, complete to incomplete, and centralized to distributed, and grow in their scope and size (this is known as big data). The effective integration of big data for decision-making also requires privacy preservation.

	
		The contributions to this monograph summarize the advances of data mining in the respective fields. This volume consists of nine chapters that address subjects ranging from mining data from opinion, spatiotemporal databases, discriminative subgraph patterns, path knowledge discovery, social media, and privacy issues to the subject of computation reduction via binary matrix factorization.
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Digital ScrapbookingCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Are you a traditional scrapbook enthusiast looking for a way to organize your memories electronically? Have you never tried scrapbooking because you`re not sure where to start? "Digital Scrapbooking" is here to start you on your journey! Cover the fundamentals of digital photography and digital scrapbook elements, incorporating existing...
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Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a big field, and this is a big book. We have tried to explore the full breadth of the field, which encompasses logic, probability, and continuous mathematics; perception, reasoning, learning, and action; and everything from microelectronic devices to robotic planetary explorers. The book is...
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Navigational Surgery of the Facial SkeletonSpringer, 2007

	Computer-assisted techniques in the surgery of the facial skeleton including the skull base are depicted for the very first time in this atlas of navigational surgery. Experienced surgeons as well as trainees will benefit from the detailed and well-illustrated information on the use of computer technology in clinical routine, accompanied by...
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Emerging Wireless Technologies and the Future Mobile InternetCambridge University Press, 2011


	The current Internet is an outgrowth of the ARPANET (Advanced Research

	Projects Agency Network) that was initiated four decades ago. The TCP/IP

	(Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) designed by Vinton Cerf and

	Robert Kahn in 1973 did not anticipate, quite understandably, such extensive

	use of wireless channels and...
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Microsoft Systems Management Server 2.0 Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
This book has been developed for information system (IS) professionals who  need to install, administer, and support Microsoft Systems Management Server 2.0  or who plan to take the related Microsoft Certified Professional exam 70-086,  Implementing and Supporting Microsoft® Systems Management Server 2.0.

This book is more than...
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Topology-based Methods in Visualization (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2007
Enabling insight into large and complex datasets is a prevalent theme in visualization research for which different approaches are pursued.
Topology-based methods are built on the idea of abstracting characteristic structures such as the topological skeleton from the data and to construct the visualizations accordingly. There are currently new...
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